PI Jamie Katz Lost and Found Pets
July 14, 2016
<<<<<<<<>LookWho'sHome<>>>>>>>>
Missing for 9 days in Coral Gables, FL... Ziggy is now SAFE & HOME!!! Here is Ziggy’s story...
Thank you very much for your services PI Jamie Katz. Our Ziggy went missing on July 4th with
the fireworks and thunderstorm, it was a scary combination. We came home to find our front door
wide open and Ziggy was not in the house. My neighbor came by and told me that he saw my
front door open and then saw Ziggy run out. My neighbor is actually seen on the security cameras
twice, carrying Ziggy back into my house. The second time Ziggy ran out the house, my neighbor
dead bolted the front door thinking that it would not happen again went out left out the back door.
Ten minutes later, Ziggy is seen again on camera leaving the property and he was heading north.
We started posting flyers in our local neighborhood but Jamie’s awareness campaign really
expanded our search and made all the difference while giving us strategic next steps along the
way. On day 8, we had Jamie bring her tracking dogs out to get a better idea of how far Ziggy
may have traveled. Jamie’s dogs followed Ziggy’s scent to SW 8th St & Monterey St where they
alerted Jamie that the scent ended and that this may be where Ziggy was picked up and put into
someone’s vehicle (or where Ziggy jumped in someone’s vehicle).
On day 9 of our search, we received a phone call from someone who had seen the postings and
had picked up Ziggy at the same location your tracking dogs (Fletcher and Gable) identified!
Strong work guys! You saved us from our heartbreak and sleepless nights. From the bottom of
my heart ... Thank you! It's Christmas in July, Ziggy is home!
- Suzanne L. in Coral Gables, FL

